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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past ten years, the technique of laser-induced fluorescence
[1] has been under intense development for possible...measurements of the
hydroxyl (OH) concentration in the troposphere. This activity reflects
the belief that the hydroxyl radical plays a pivotal, role in. the chemical
transformation of minority species- -in-,-the"'-tropicsphere,: but its,;co,n,ce.ntratto-n>^
there has not been establishecLvn.th any certainty.. The range of daytime . _ . , . . - . _
5 7 3concentrations of OH is thought to be from 10 to 10 molecules/cm , depend-
ing on meteorological conditions and other parameters assumed in the model.
This range is generally too low-to be detected by conventional means.-- The- ..
technique of laser-induced fluorescence has promised unprecedented sens i - - -- ;
tivity and selectivity [3], but" has proved'to b'e "susceptible to-.a number-of
interference problems [4], depending .on the ambient conditions. -.The. most :_.._--_-,
"serious interference encountered "so far has been that-arising from the - -- - -
photodissociation of ozone by the laser" beam, lea'ding to the production of
'metastaBTe-atomic oxygen [5]. ^.-Subsequent, reaction -with 'water-,jnalje.^ !^ - pro-ct^r,
duces -OH'wh-ich is then detectejl&y the-;same^ ltf_ser.£puHe..c .Under.-certain.;..!.--?.. .
operating conditions, the leveJtjot.th.is Interference, effect_may be orders ;
of"magnitude higher than the OH concentration actually present in ambient
"air.'-TThis interference has been^a s'srious^pr-ob-lem..-™ a number -of. tfteld ;r^-[i.:.
measurements [4, 6] undertaken .-without appropriate means to alleviate, this.. ....
effect. The technique [7, 8] which we have been developing takes advantage
'of the fact that the level of ozone interference is directly proportional
to the intensity (watts/cm ) used for "excitation [4], and• that, it xan be . . .
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reduced to a negligible level, without reducing the total fluorescence
signal, by using a sufficiently large beam cross section for excitation.
The use of a large beam cross section naturally suggests a LIDAR-. ,-.
 t . .- .
type configuration for col linear excitation and collection of fluorescence.
-• Since-OH is too reactive to allow conventional sampling^, this LIDAR-_type .,„,
•configuration allows the air to• be'measured tn-situ.- • However,-this - •--- i-.^.*-- .
"''configuration does allow comparatively; thigh _le-vel;S' of- sp;lar:-»radi,a-tion'..tp^ - ^ i/^; v...o so
be Rayleigh-scattered into the collection optics, and one must reduce the
•-level of-this solar- backgroundtby appropriately,.terminating the J,ine,-,of.-. M(jt
"sigtit'of the telescope. For the system used'in ground'based meas-urements", -
the latter is accomplished with a baffled back-stop," while for airborne
measurements, the black-painted wingtip. of the aircraft .itself serves.thisu -.^
purpose. -v-"
The use of spectral filtering "is imperative in reducing 'the '
broadband solar background and the nonresonant fluorescence background,
' 's ince the^'shot noise associated -with -this -background -determines ^the-nl-imi-t - ' < • >^ -., - . - , .
£of»OH Jdetectionr "For the results" -reported in this paper,-iSpectral-:f-Mt-er--/r< — >:~ -
-••ing-is-done-with a narrowband-.interference filter.. . P re lim.in.ary .result^ ,,,,.,.. .
 v s . ,
K - g
obtained in Dearborn indicated a detection limit of better than 1 x 10
'" OH/'Cm for "ground-based operations of-this-system.-—A-comparable-detection* •<-.-,.
. limit was also observed for -aircraft.-operations rjof -t;hTS,.-sys,te.m,unjder .favor-r . .• . .
able conditions.
In Sections II and III, a brief description of the detection scheme
and the experimental setup will be given. Section.IV outlines the procedure
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for data analysis. Results of OH measurements in Dearborn, as well as
those from preliminary flights on board the NASA CV-990 aircraft, will be
presented in Section V. New results on ozone interference will be presented,,
and discussed in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII, the viability of
our technique for OH measurements is discussed.in light of these results.
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II. DETECTION SCHEME
The technique of laser-induced fluorescence has been described
in detail elsewhere [8]. It involves excitation of the OH radical using
the Q,(2) line near 2,821 X in the 2n(v" = 0) -> 2Z(v ' = 1) transitions andi i
2
.observing the fluorescence emission -ias.soc,iatedc,wvth,2th,e eZ.Cvl^riOjjc^vc .:-;.•:_ .-.i .
n(v"~ x 0) transitions near 3,'090 A.. .A successful application of this tech- ~ •'
nique depends upon knowledge of the fluorescence spectrum and other physical
Jarfd"s"pe'ct"roscopic parameters invblved"in the absorption and reemiss ion - 1 - ' - - - l ..... - ' -- --
-• processes", r "many ;of which are now treasonably wel-1; documented.?i-nrther.l-itera-?l i ^c .?'-r°
ture {9-- --11]. The OH concentration and the fluorescence signal are related
as follows: r •-•
(OH" signal) = C - - n (An/n)- [OH-]- . / \
'*• Here"'(OH' signal} is the fluore'seenc'e' i'signaT"'due~-to'-an 'OH-concentration-of -•
:
-'[OH]r OA(-OH.): and. Av are the integrated^absorption^cross
 :sect,io^-,and effecr
tive absorption-linewidth of the_exciting .t-rajisltion; and ,An/n-is.the
 v ._.
fraction of the OH population-residing in the rotational level from which
"
r>thei'exciting transition originates'.-- :Iri-addi-tioni--'C'-is-a-cons-tant which r^ i..
1
 is"determined by the overall exci:tation:and .collection:efficiencie§,. -It >^
can" be evaluated most conveniently.by .noting.that-.the spontaneous Raman
scattering due to molecular nitrogen occurs around 3,020 A, for which
"the'e'xci^tatibn configuration and collection efficiencies are--practically •
• them'same-as tho'se for-'OH fl uorescence 'near :3,090
 4A. Since this .Raman
signal is given by
(N2 signal) = C [N2] aR(N2) (2)
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where [Np] is the ambient nitrogen concentration, and aR(N2) is the cross
section for Raman scattering of nitrogen. Elimination of C in Eqs. (1)
and (2) gives
[OH] = D (OH Si9na1) OH/cm3 " ^^ (3)
(N2 signal) • .«» =
where D = jaR(N2)[N2]Av / aQ(OH)rl (An/n)(
as may be seen from Eqs. j(1) and (2) . . Equation (3) describes a "normali-
zation process" whereby the OH-fl-uorescenee signal -is normalized to- that- -•
"of the corresponding Raman scattering of nitrogen. In this manner,
•
uncertainties in laser power, collection efficiencies, and some other -. "
parameters are eliminated from measurement results, thus improving the
relative precision of the measurements. Witlvthe current- best-values for -
the parameters [8] substituted in Eq. (3), one calculates that ~
•D = 2.4 x 1010P, (4)
where P is the ambient pressure in Bar. Based on the uncertainties of -
'" tKeripaVa'meter values used in evaluating D, we estimate -the uncertainty
!
- in D to be on the order of 20%-; to. 30%. It is evidently- desirable to -_ .
calibrate the fluorescence instrument used in OH measurements against
some known source of OH under ambient conditions. One possible means
"for such 'a calibration is to mffke simultaneous measurements- of OH -in- • - - - • -
ambient air using both the fluorescence technique and the absorption tech-
nique. The possibility of using this scheme for calibration has been
described elsewhere [12].
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III. EXPERIMENTAL
Although the basic detection scheme remains unchanged, the
present instrument package has incorporated a-number of important improve-
ments over that described previously [8]. Figure 1 depicts the present
experimental setup used for bo.th -airborne and._grQund-based measurements of _
OH.- The' output -from a doubled,, Nd-YAG laser Js ,used to..pump. a.tunable .dye _ -..
laser system consisting of an "oscillator and an amplifier. The output from
vthis dye -laser 'system is sent'ltlwough a .crystal ..o/fii dexiterate.cLKDP,, (Potassium
•Dlhydrogen Phosphate) to genenaite-tsecond-harmoni.&;radiatio.ntn,e.arc2.f;821 • A . - , O i ? i '
To assure that the exciting radiation is in resonance with the intended- - - - -
OH transition, a small portioff'of this second harmonic radiation is sent -
through a-discharge cell containing water vapor, and the OH fluores.cence .
excited-the re in-.is then detected, .by^a ,photomultip.li.e,r. -_ Jhe.-jn.ain parrt.Qf ..,,..;-
the sec'ond"harmonic radiation ..rs: expanded ;-and sent;al,ong;dhe axvs --of-a -:. - ?--,
telescope, through a quartz aiccnalt.window, ..to, excite xesona.nce
 vfluoresceace
of OH in the'outside air. The-fluorescence light emitted in the-backward- -
direction is collected through the Jteles,dop.e, re-CD!l.imated, .and .directed _ _
toward" a-high-gain photomultip±ier-with -appropriate filtering for'.detection,•••
near 3,090 A. A portion of the -re-collimated output .from the telescope..i.s _
split off, passed through an interference filter, with a passing band.near .
3,020 A, and detected by anotherphotomultiplier-in order to monitor the
Raman signal of nitrogen. jirrr,--\. s i _ - • • ' • -.: niLr::":;i.
For a given system of detection optics used to provide spectral
discrimination, the telescope can be chosen to optimize the detection
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sensitivity. Our system evolved around an 8" telescope with f/8 optics,
.which was o r ig ina l ly chosen to interface wi th a 3/4-meter Spex spectrometer
operated to provide a pass ing bandwidth of 30 A. Optimal results were obtained
with a sample volume extending from 50 feet to 130 feet away from the tele-
scope. Under this arrangement, the demagnif ied image of the laser beam
"-cross "section isrreduced sufficnentlyc-ito'.ibe a'dmitted. bycthe.^sp^ectrometerr -. ,-. ,\ r.-c.
' ' - ' s l i t 'opemng. However, this arrangement encounters-some se-rious^di-fficul ties • . - • .
for aircraft operations when a large beam cross section is used. The sample
volume "extends only from 25 feet1 to - 50- feet-, atYd" the •demagni" fled- image "becomes ••'•"* -< - ' - ^
itoti Targ'ekfof the speqtrometerhsrli'fropening.-"-Vlo^o-v.ercome -thvs~>-tl:ifcfi;culty,- ~~? MVS
the spectrometer has been replaced by a .narrowband (24 A), h igh t ransmission
(^30%) interference f i l te r wi th a-dimaeter of. 3"-.
For the measurements reported here", the laser was operated at ten
: "pulses per'"secon3, and the -laser"! outp,ut" near -Z-vS-Zrl- A typically measured--2mJJ ":•"' .•:
in energy -per -pulse, about 7 nsec-nimr.duration.,"-and .O-.-l.-.-cm" ^i-.n- 14new.id-th.- , . - - ? •
2
' ."•WithTaft effective beam cross -s^ect'ioji-o'ffZp^-cnt 'o.r?-l arger over-the s-ampjed--- -
region outside the aircraft, ozpne. interference.w.as below the. detection l i m i t .
Under most-operat ing conditions-,: s-ol-ar background-and , - to a Lesser-
f
"'-extent,-:non"resofiant fluorescence--emitted-by--other absorbing- s-peci-esy ppove.d,,--
-to be undesirably large. To obtain an ,OH. s-ignal- in .the "presenc'e. of, th i s , , ; . , . , ,
' 'comparatively much larger background,- the" exciting- radiation was tuned on - . - - . >
and off the OH resonance after every ten laser shots, and the detection
electronics were gated for about-70~nsec-during-the laser-':excitation. For
diagnostic purposes,- the solar, background was. Also measured 2 microseconds
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after each laser firing. These signals were processed with the aid of a
CAMAC-based charge digitizer and stored in a HP-16 computer. Additionally,
the laser power and the OH fluorescence signal excited in"the water vapor
discharge were processed and stored in a similar manner. In all, six
signals were generated and sto-red-for each laser pulse. After accumulation
cover: 2<', 000-laser shots, the data^wane^analyzed,^ the , results .:o,f. the. ana,lysi-s:,, - :.ih, r: - v ; :
?were printeti-on the CRT screen/^ot1 the HP-J16"and,-.-at .the.(discretion of-the...it.- ai i -. o:
operator, the data would then be transferred to a disk for permanent storage.
-The" process of accumulating data- for^vQOG'nas'er^sfiots ^and -performing1're Tated- ^!:"
analysis took about four minut-e'sa.lysic cool- r.K'0"t roi..- ":•''•,,./::
It was desirable to verify independently that the entire'detection
.system operated .satisfactorily. . Jn some of our .ground-based experiments,
-this was done by placing a smaTT~propane torch "near the path "of tire ~excit--- -----
-•ing laser beam. "By adjusting^thre''pos-ition of -ther.f.Tame; "an"0-H s iTgnal?'- "- ~L^ * ' - ~ -
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..equivalent to an average consent rat ion :ran.gi.hgi:fnom.high'10i-;uto-TOo OH/cni..^ ^r^ u»
--over the'-region" of excitationp\eoulrd£bei:eas-rly.observed: rAsi?wvll be described - - - • < • < -
in a later section, an unexpended laser beam-also-generates enough.. _ .. _
7 8 3ozone interference in the range-.o.f- TO to 10- _OH/cm--.to verify that-our.^- •_ .
s-ystem is working. .syszem is ..:-.• h'r,n. : - •-. •
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IV. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS
The analysis procedure to be outlined below is aimed at extract-
ing the OH fluorescence signal from the vastly larger solar background and
the nonresonant fluorescent background emitted by other absorbing species.
For-s-implicity,-we have opted ;-to analyze
 ;our datacusing-.statistical ,tech- .,;
niques appropriate for stationary-processes. --tRecognizing.that the -back- -
ground levels and other quantities measured vary with time, we have chosen
sufficiently short time intervailrs"->'fdr>-acquisition-:and-'anal'ysis of--data^so: -'
that the assumption of stationary p,r,ocesses..,i-s; reasonable., --_• . •>»,•:,;,-.« •--:; ',: ,
It is convenient to cast the various signals observed in our '
experiments in a form frequently employed in .statistics.. When the laser
frequency is tuned'in resonance with the desired OH transition;'the observed
signal near 3090 A, y,, is given-by •-; - " ..' ^ • -- •;- "- ••"
y] = [Solar] + [NRF]x1 + [OH]x1 (5)
where x-, is the corresponding laser power,.. [Solar] represents the solar
background within the detection-bandwidth-,-;[-MF]x, is-the nonresonant -
fluorescence background, and [OHJJX-, H.s-.the^fluorescence signai:,:duesto-iOH-;";ti-
Similarly, when the laser frequency is ,off^resonance, the .corresponding
 :
signal, y^, rs given by c - . - . - r s -.. ,. <••• .-• ••
y2 = [Solar] + [NRF]x2 ,^ . , , (6)
.where x? is .the laser power for off-resonant excitation. Subtraction of
Eq. (6) from Eq. (5) gives
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1 + [NRF]x3 . (7)
y3 = Y! - y2 , , (s)
x3 = x1 - x2 (9)
Equation (7) describes a linear equation 'whosertwo parameters
can be determined through a least-squares fit according to standard pro-
cedures [15]. Accordingly, the OH concentration-is'given'by •"••• - . - - .-
[OH'J= )[y3x-,][x32] - [x^lEy^']} r/^ ~'r 2" " ' ir ( T O )
A = [Xl2][x32] - [Xlx3]2 .. , /'..,."'. - . -. (11)
and the corresponding variance is-given by-.- - • . ..
V(OH) = s2 [s 2] / A . •••>. - •- (12)
O i
Here 'theJ square brackets denote the-'-sunrof• the -products of -the/quantities
2therein ove'p'-the s"et-of observations.-and-,s is the.-sample-vaciance. Since
the laser ope-ra-tes for ten-sho,ts betvyeen-frequency switching, and.there_are
a total of 2,000 laser shots per run, one may form from each run 100 groups,
•each-o f Which contains ten paws-'ofon-^off observations, and-apply•• the... ; - - -
above equations'to each group.--rTherr.esulting JOO-OH values .areLthen. ,,.: '.
processed in the-usual manner-to-yield a mean-value and standard-deviation<
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V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
To ascertain the validity of the statistical analysis of the
previous section, a number of tests may be performed on the data. First
of all, the possibility that the data are shotrnoise limited.may.be tested
'by plotting -uncertainty versus/.da-ta. clevej . JntEig.\2, ^ themoiae .level . ';. r
computed according to Eq. (12)^is plotted- as. .a- function of the total, ..signal ,
o
level (solar plus fluorescence) observed near 3,090 A in the experiments.
'As^S'ta'ted-' previously, each da£a, p.d/ln.ture presents ,thecav.er,age-fo»iYa run-, ofi,-/;s
.2 ,.000"' Teaser-- sho-ts. A least- square's t fitting a)/,. these Lres,ult,s:.,yields ,,a is.lppe
of 0."59 it O'.02~, as may be compa'red'to a '"sl'ope rof-0.--5 - for- purely shot-noise
limited detection^ This dependence -'indicates' that the -noise associated - * ••
with these signa-ls is largely -shot- noise- like, but with .perhaps a,.small . _ .......
component linearly proportiona.l,,,to,tb~e, background level. _ Th.is Jatter^cqiTK . .
ponent is due'-most likely to. th-e-charigingr-background level;|,which-contri- -. •/, •.-,.. •
buted to Eq. -(J-2) through incojTip,lete.cancellatiQ.n, between. an- .and off-resonance
rea'dings.' Despite this lack- of 'complete cancellation, -it should be pos-sible
to realize further improvements injth'e .si"gnal-to-noise by averaging over -
longer periods- gf data acquisitrq.n.- pv. -;..£_. :•-." --„• . ±, .. :•-/:•:., . -.
- To determine whether V(OH), as .derived, from Eq._(12), is an .-^^_*~_ -
appropriate statistic for these measurements,. .it is useful, to look at the
distribution of OH values giveri'by^Eq.-'ClO) 'when the-sample average for • •
-
>;these^ Value's1 'is nearly zero. UMs di'Stcibutioin^hould'-centerraround-zerov:,:!.;'-'
with a width proportional to the standard deviation of Eq. (12). Figure 3a
depicts the histogram for such a distribution. Here the level of OH signal
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is expressed in units of the standard deviation of the distribution and the
number of occurrences of a given level is plotted-as a function of this . . .
level. The data points in Fig. 3a each represent a value deduced from
Eq. (10). The distribution of these points is seen to be approximately
symmetric and has a mean value^well within the standard deviation of the
-mean." (it i's also seen that, of?the total of<40(hdata-poin.ts/i293',j(or" 73%)'a'<P r. ;:, ;<
are-located•within one standard.deviation,-from .the, center^of the. distribu- , . _ ,.
tion. This may be compared to the case of a normal distribution, for which
roughly 68% fall within one standard deviation. The number of points lying
between-dne and-two standard 'deviations, and beyond-two standard-'deviations-••,--.- :-.
away from the center, represent about 20% and 6%., respectively;- these values -*. ~_
are not quite the same, but are comparable to the corresponding values of -- - •
-2-9% and -2%-for-a normal distribution. We. are unsure of the-cause for this . .
•deviation 'from -normal distribution-,-but it i's very likely- that- th-is^ apparent- » •-
deviation is due to inclusion of data points far out" in the-wings-of the -
.distribution-in Fvg. 3a, whictr. are-.often .a'ssociated'With;high -bapkg-round—/,i ^eu
•~1 eve 1-s.^- If-these points are excluded in the-.computatioa, the, standard,^,- ^ „•..:,-;;• ..-
deviation"for the distribution, in. Fig. 3a would become less by a factor of
TY3, and"the shape would al so" approximate more closely-that of a normal-- - - - - - - - - •
distribution. • ;J-:stri':. -'.
- As"a "further attempt to elucidate the nature, of.,the dj'stribytion . ._ , - . . .
^and to demonstrate that our system is free from any bias arising from possible
inb'al'an'ce -in-thfe wavelength tuning, extensive measurements were made at 'n ight---
or at high aVtitudes under very dry conditions'when 1-ittle. ;OH was> .expected. .,..
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The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 3b, where the level
of OH signal averaged over a run of 2,000 laser shots, is expressed in units
**
of the.associated standard deviation for the run, and the number of occurrences .
of a given signal level is plotted as a function of that level. This dis-
tribution in Fig. 3b is also seen to be approximately normal and centered
around, zeroj'aricts-the width-of it-he 'dis.trlb.utioru-.is-- approximately iO'ne -(-staridard . •
deviation). Based on these observations, i:t ls~ concl tided _tha,.t thelts;tatistlcal., .,
analysis as outlined in the last section is applicable to the results of
our experiments, and the standard deviation as computed in Eq. (12) i.s a
reasonable, albeit conservatives-estimate -of~the uncertainties in-the '. .-
experimental determination.
" " Table "I summarizes the results of .ground-based-OH measurements
conducted on-September 17, 198.3-in Dearborn, Michigan. For each of the time .
periods listed, the value'of'OH^concentration-represents "the average -of 'ten "
runs each' containing 2,000 laser shots. It is seen that, for the perio'd '- -
near local-noorr^ the signal is-^s.tatlsjtita-Kly;.significant.
 :--Howeye;c»/.nO'-.0H < • ; . •
signal-discernl&le from the statistical- uncertainty-, was-observed-for other-...,-,
periods. (It should be pointed out that, while it was sunny at noon,
clouds which' moved in during the afternoon undoubtedly accounted '-for some- — • ••
of the-lack" of s.ignal during that-'time.) The;-;OH .-signal avera'ged .over the- •. .-. --'
entire monitoring period may be. calculated from the table to be (Q.,6,L_± ~..j. ,
0.29) x 106 OH/cm3.
The last row in Table I was obtained with an unexpended beam, - - - - - - .
arid the corresponding signal s-hould'be due entirely to ozone interference.
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However, for normal monitoring during the periods listed, the laser beam
was expanded by about a factor of 400 in area. -One-would thus expect that
the ozone interference level should be on the order of 110 x 10 / 400
fi o
= 0.27 x 10 OH/cm when comparable ozone and water levels were involved
during monitoring. This level is lower than the detection limits listed in
Table I by about a factor of two-.- - -. .. ' ,: .•
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VI. OZONE INTERFERENCE
Ozone interference involves dissociation of ozone molecules
fol lowing absorption of the uv radiat ion used for excit ing the resonance
fluorescence of OH. The dissociat ion products of ozone are molecular oxygen
and metastable atomic oxygen 0( D) . Under ambient condit ions, most..of the , - ••
metastable oxygen atoms thus formed are de-excited to the ground state
through col l i s ions wi th nitrogen >and oxygen .molecules ^ : bu t - a - - sma l l - - . f r ac t ion" ; . - / , _^
reacts-with water molecules to~form OH .in, . the.ground,.electronic, .state.., Jit „
is"-s~hown on the bas i s~of a rate equation analysis; [§•] that, the-^ayerage-OH•.- .<.-- -,
•concentration-generated and "seen", by a square-top laser pulse is g . iven.by^
 v (. .
[OH] = [OH]$ JF(BAt) - (B /A)F(AAt ) j / ( l - B/A) _ (13) .
with [OH] = (I/A) cr k[H90][p,]E _—--- • • ' ' - (14)
b U L . 0 " ~ " S ^ f > * y ' . J
and F(x) = 1 -1" :(2/x)[l-(l/x)(l -• e"x)]- - : " -•• . . - ' . / - • . - ,.-/-,: (15)
• Here the bracketed quant i t ies refer to concentrations of. the_ -
-~*.
various Tpecies-involved; A and B-are-, respectively, the rate: of de-excitation .
oT 0( -D) 'and1 the rate of rota£tona'l -relaxation -of the generated;OH-j 'both-—. - T
constants being proportional to the,partial pressure of the various species
present in the excitation region; a is the absorption cross section; E is-
"the^energy per'unit area per pulse;^and At- is-the-laser :-pulsewadth-.a ,., . v . , _ . . « ;,_^
• - - - I n order t o apply E q . (13) to^qtuajrexperimerits>, it.was,vconjec r i
tured [7] that the popula t ion in a given low- ly ing rotational level consists
of a component resul t ing from-exchange of energy with the translational
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degree of freedom [13], and another component due to rotational relaxation
from h igher rotational levels into wh ich OH moleeules . are f irst formed a s - - -•
-the .reaction product of 0( D) .and water. The former component is .associated,.,., ..
with a relaxation rate comparable to A, but the latter component may be
associated with-, much longer rotational relaxation times si nee ..cascade, .. .... ,
'processes fronr one rotational "level-to another^ a re " involved:- - -To the:extent .- _
that this latter: component i s tsmal l £ • Eq:: (13)- mayi.be-si mplijf ied: to become* >r.,y
(OHTK= {A' F(A t)| [OH] (Onr--- 1/V Fi 'A i,n f O i l . . . (16)'
Q»
where A' - is the fraction of the OH popula t ion-~genera ted~in- the par t icu la r - - ••
\f ',
rotational level from w h i c h absorption or iginates . -The product A1 F(Mt)
embodies the correction .from steady-state resul-ts.,.and, may_be..Identified..,
 J % _. ,
with the correction factor introduced previously [8]: - :—. •--: ~: -- :
In Fig*. 4, Eq. (15) is shown graphically: It" has "been noted ' "-
previously [7] that F(AAt) ^ 0.8 for a 10 nanosecond laser at ambient
'pressure. "Moreover, this funct-ion--may de'crease^drastically as the pressure^ •'
-and/or .p.ulsewi-dth is reduced...-rFdrrexampleirwhen'theJprfissure- is-reduced to=-r '
-1%-of-~the-..amb-ieivt for a 10 nanosecond^.!as.er,-na comparable,,dec-»rease io_ the „ ^,....,
va lue of F(x) is noted. This decrease w i th pressure forms the basis for -
interference-reduction in some^-of the-detection-'-schemes-which have been-.-- . r- - •
proposed [14]. --^\c;.:..-::
 u". _-r.- . . . .
Taking advantage of the fact that.Jiater..vapor and ozone.concentra-
tions were measured concurrently w i t h our airborne measurements of OH, we
have'Tnade a re-determination of .this .-correction f actor.": -Excl uding:those -- -
runs for wh ich rel iable wa.ter-vapor measurements-were not available- , the
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results of our ozone interference measurements are shown in Fig. 5 as a
function of the product of ozone and water vapor concentrations divided
by the ambient pressure. These-measurements are. seen to,-follow a linear -tl sc.-t.
dependence as expected; the scattering of data is due in part to the uncer-
tainty- in the measurements of it-he-water vapor,-the statistical, uncertainties . ,_
of the OH signal ""computed, and-'to"a lesse'r extent, fluctuations -in the value- .-
of other parameters such as the,: laser power.- ^The correction factor'for . , •/., .
Eq. (16) is determined from thes.e
 (da;ta to.be. 0.1 ± 0.01 with, possibly an
additional uncertainty of 20%
 r.d_ue. ,tq .factors discussed in Section II... This
new value is consistent with the value 0.1 ± 0.05 determined previously.
-18-
V I I . CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Using a tunable laser system combined with a terminated telescope
path and a narrowband interference f i l ter , we h-ave demons-trated a working .^ , .
scheme for measurements of OH in ambient air. Wi th the laser system opera-
-ting at 1 0 ' H z , -the integration ;tijne.\needed in : order _to.-pbtain.-a. .de.tec'ti-on .^
l imit of about 1-0 is typically :,aboujt 40 jni.nute's. _ A correspondingly .shorter
integration time would be possible i f ' a h igher pulse repetition rate i-s <=- -
implemented for the laser system.!. , ,-- , t , . .-J .v«. t i i r 1 a - > . - £;. s \ . f
•
:
 -•' ' For measurements in mbderatelyfccl e.an,-i.aji. r- .at .ground _1 eve. 1., .the,;;--- . - , , - -
background signal consists mainly of solar-radiation Rayleigh-scattered • •
 : - - -
into the collection optics. For airborne 'operat ions, the b l a c k - p a i n t e d - w i n g - - -
tip used-to terminate the l ine -of - s igh t of .the, telescope.also scatters, a . _ ~ •
significant amount of a'dditional,,J.i.ght,,i.nto ..the collection optics, increas^-,-,, _-
ing- the background-signal by. a-s--muGh: as—a.^facto.r ;of ten under .adY€rs.e?. • >:. \ \ • .'.•:
conditions. ^ . . ^ . ^ .u
'As may be seen-f rom the results- presented in - the previous sec-tions,. ..
our system appears'tb be free ^frorn systematic, bias . Analysis of the nu l l •
results a-ls'o indicates that ou>L:dete.ctJ-Qn linH-.trls.-determined essentially^
~by the-shot-norse associated w.i.th the background.si goal . For ground-based. , .
/- ^
operations, a detection l i m i t , o f .better ,than .1.x 10 OH/cm was demonstrated
in Dearborn] "-For"airborne operations, the detection -1-imit may'be,comparable.. -
under ' favorable conditions, br$,;niay ;be-degra_decl/by .as,, much as -,a ^ factor .of.-1 , - , . /
four if an adverse solar angle relative to the detection optics is encountered.
As part of the f l i g h t measurements, we have redetermined the numeri-
cal factor used in computing the level of-ozone interference-. The.results
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are in agreement with the less accurate results determined previously, and
are also consistent with the published theoretical account of the phenomeno.n. - -
The detection sensitivity which we have demonstrated in our experi-
ments should be sufficient for routine measurements in areas where the OH
fi o
concentration is in the range of high 10 molecules/cm or higher. Indeed,
••'we":haVe-performed OH measurementSican the ;Inter,tr.opi cab Convergence, Zone ,:.q.tr:%r > c a V C.?r\
1
'('ITCZ) nea>: the- South Pacific,'Ta'n:d';in such moderately polluted-"-areas as the": - ?- •. j n-r,
San Joaquin Valley. The results of these measurements will be published
elsewhere.
• ' " - • ^'-- "-Tt should be noted that the detection sensitivity -for -the .:sys tern:- . ? > - , . : • ; • ; v<- +
configuration described in this paper could, in principle, be improved by
using narrower detection bandwidth. • The idea is .to.discriminate more against
the continuous spectrum of solar background in favor of the groups of discrete
"OH fluorescence'-lines. For sJnot-'noise.limited Detection, _hpw,ever, .any apparent--
-'a'dvantcfge-'may be offset by the-Difference-in the'way the signal--to-noise - - - - - <- • : • -
1
'Vatio: depends on the levels of-JDHrstgnal
 xandrsolar"background:-; ^Th/e-^signa.^;^ _.;• ••
to-noise ratio is proportionat-^to^the level-of OH signal, but is.proportional
to theMnverse square root of the "-background level. Consider, for example,
'"Y^auc'tng i^hV bandwidth by a factor-of TOO. v'rTo'"the'extent rthat,-the", sol.ar v. -
* spectrum is-flat over the spectraA .range of ..Interest, .-this reduction..^ uld _
' Tower*":the s:6-Tar" background by'the same amounti-but-would lower the .associated
shot noise by a factor of ten only. Consequently, any concomitant reduction
"'-'1n'jthet:OH'"s:igh¥l must be kept-Tess -than-a -fa.cto-riof ten-in order to realize •
any'improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio. In practice, the use of a
narrower bandwidth for detection also necessitates a reduction of the usable
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solid angle for collection, resulting in a reduction of the throughput
(etendue) of the collection optics. Based on the fluorescence spectrum of
« i
OH, we estimate that a detection bandwidth of 20 cnf would be optimal and
would give a signal-to-noise ratio slightly better than that described in
this paper. A much narrower bandwidth would be impractical in terms of the
'solid angle for collection, and would reduce-the signal-to-noise ratio even-1--
if it could be implemented.
It would be desirable to achieve another order of magnitude
'improvement either in enhanced .sensd.ttvjty ,o,r ..in r.educed ..integratio.n time
•sola's" to facilitate routine measurements ,.i.rt "clean ai.r ;at-.the_.grpund. -level -.'•>•--:<
where-the OH concentration may be very low. • An-improvement of-thi^S'magni- ..
tude would be possible if measurements could be -performed at pressures lower
than about 7 torr. This possibility,.can be understood through an examina-
tion of Eq. (16) and Fig. 5, whi;Qh, Indicate-that-the-ozone interference --
'le-ve-1 at thiS'-reduced pressure iw-i/ljl; be, reduced.by.cabout two '.orders -.of mag-, _ ,
nitude while the fluorescence efficiency is increased by the same amount.
Lowering the system pressure clearly requires sampling-the air by.some
means without contaminating the air or affecting the-relative concentration
of OH. It is not clear such acmeans can be found "easily. .
 :. ,,;,_,., ..- . '
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Table I. Summary of results of OH measurements on September 17, 1983
in Dearborn, Michigan. The last row marked with an asterisk . .^.
in the table represents values obtained.,with an unexpanded _ , ;
laser beam; they should be due entirely to ozone interference.
Time (EOT) • OH (106 molecules/cm3) - • -r>
11:49 - 12:31 0.27 ± 0.68
1 3 : 0 3 - 1 3 : 5 4 - - — 2 . 0 ± 0 . 6 8 - - •> r\
1 4 : 3 2 - 1 5 : 1 6 i / . - > v • 0.58 ± 0.63 fi.f,:
15:58 - 16:43 0.56 ± 0.63
17:37 - 18:23 -0.34 ± 0.63 , ._ . .
18:46 - 18:54* 110 ±2
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Schematic of the experiment.
Figure 2. Logarithmic plot of the noise on the OH signal as a funct ion -• -
of the overall s ignal level. The noise is the f luctuat ion
of the signal about its mean yaluei-as-; calculated according ,
 : a ,^i
to Eq. (12) . See text for more detai ls . .
Figure 3. (a) Histogram fp r_ the distr ibution,of, ;a ;samp],e of .OH measure-
ments for which the sample ave,ra§e was- nearly
 rzero .-•- Each .-data*. <*? \~
• • point represents an OH value deduced..according, to E q . - ( l O ) from ^
 aC,_
20 laser shots over a period of two-seconds. . .
 ;
(b) Histogram for the d i s t r ibu t ion of nu l l results obtained
during n igh t f l igh t s and f l ights dur ing wh ich no ,OH ,was.expected. _ .;
As "may be contrasted with the "results - i n - Fig-. -3a^ each data - - . . . • ' • -< --,
point here represents an average.nOH: value^.associated.-wi-th 2,000. .. :^:_;,
laser shots or 200 seconds.
'Ffg:ureJ'4'.''3 ; Plot of F(x) in Eq. (15) as a r i funct ion of ther-dimensionless-
variable x.
Figure 5. Plot of ozone interference signal as a function of the product
' -
r
 • - of ozone (in ppbv) and water .vapor - ( in - 'mb) -d iv ided^by .the .. -
ambient'pressure fan 1000mb).. , . , .... „ _ . .
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